
The first March round of the Bourne Plaice Winter Series took place on Sunday morning 
at Baldwin reservoir following last week’s cancellation due to far too much wind. 
Conditions weren’t ideal with a south easterly light breeze producing flukey gusts, 
frequent changes in direction and with the inevitable ‘Injebreck’ calms! 
 
For Race one the course was set down to the dam wall across and back up the lake with 
each leg including a beat into the wind, a reach across the wind and run with the wind. 
 
For the first lap a group of three boats, Simon Pressly (Laser), Jason Corlett/Chris Hill 
(Flying Fifteen) and Ralph Kee (Laser) took a significant lead but by the end of the 
second lap (the finish) even these had spread out to finish about a minute apart from 
each other with Pressly followed by Corlett/Hill and then Kee.  A full turn out of D-Zero’s, 
all flying their full rigs was led home by Mike Swales, finishing fourth on the water. 
 
As we have mentioned before, in the light conditions don’t forget Jim Whitelegg in the 
Gull, coming in only 8 minutes behind first place finisher Pressly to take 2nd with the 
Flying Fifteen in third on correction. 
 
Over a slightly shortened course, Race two was led by Andrew Dean (D-Zero) in a 
dramatic reversal of fortune (12th in the first race) followed by a diverse group, two 
Lasers (Pressly and Kee), Mike Pridham (D-Zero) and Finn (Keith Holden), only on the 
last run up the lake Kee broke away to close the gap on Dean to finish second on the 
water by 25 seconds, enough to win on correction.  Dean held onto second with Pressly 
in third. 
 
Best junior on the day was Peter Cope who seemed disappointed by finishing last on the 
water by some 5 minutes, but he needn’t have worried.  Small man, small boat and a 
small sail equals large handicap, finishing 6th on correction in the first race.  After being 
told ‘remember the 5 essentials’ from the bank he shadowed Jim in the Gull to finish only 
4 seconds down to take 4th place in Race 2. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank Rob Cowell fo Bourne Plaice for 
sponsoring the series, Keith Poole and Neil Rawlinson for OOD duties and Peter and 
Fergus for the safety boat. 


